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THE WOOSTERj) VOIBE
Abba Eh ah' speaks

CO W. students open
pizza establishment

by JULIE WOOSLEY

by EMILY FORTNUM

"My main satisfaction is
that many people across the world
may have learned from me that the
Jewish story, with its culmination
in Israel's statehood, ir a brave
and noble experience. . . .My
hope is that the Jewish people
will be enabled by the experience
of freedom to rise beyond the sufferings of the past and the frustrations of history into the assertion
of a unique spirituality." Those
are the concluding words of the

late-nig- ht

year-lon-

statesman, historian, and spokesman of Israel and Israel's causes.
Well known for his diplomacy and
eloquent oration on Israel's behalf, Mr. Eban has been a strong
voice and leader for his people's
struggle for statehood and interna-

co-own- er

tional recognition since World
War II, and he continues to represent and interpret these people
and their cause today.
Born in 1915 in Cape
Town, South Africa, Eban was eduHe
cated in Great Britain.

'..

achieved the highest honor at
Cambridge University in his studies in Hebrew, Arabic, and Persian
literature. In World War JJ. he
served in Britain's army as an aide
to the British minister of state in
Cairo, then by training Jewish
volunteers against a possible German invasion of Palestine, and
then as an Army intelligence officer in the Middle East. While

maintaining relations with the
British, he stayed in Palestine and
worked to establish the state of
Israel by serving as liason officer
to the United Nations Committee
on Palestine and as a member of
the delegation to the General Assembly, which played a critical
role in passing the resolution to
partition Palestine in 1947. Eban
became Israel's representative to
the United Nations upon the country's acceptance to the organization in 1949, and simultaneously
served as Israel's ambassador to
the United States until 19S9,
when he was elected to the Knesset,- the Israeli parliament. He became Minister of Education and
cabCulture in David
inet, and was also President of the
Weizmann Institute of Science.
Under Prime Minister Levi Esh-ko-L
.he served as Deputy Prime
n's

On a typical night last spring
two first-yestudents, in search
pizza, gave
of a cneap
Pizza Express a call. There was
g
no answer. Suddenly a
joke about opening a pizza business became a possibility for economics majors Chris Alghini and
Sandy Hider. They made inquiries
about the Pizza Express lease, and
by the beginning of the summer it
was in their name. The Old Chicago Pizza Co. had arrived.
Chicago
"We chose deep-dis- h
Pizza for a couple of reasons,"
Chris Alghiini.
says
"Chicago is now .considered the
pizza capital of the world, more
so than Italy, and we were looking for a name for the place. It
had to be different."
Sandy explains, "there are over
20 places in Wopster that serve
pizza, but none of them have the
style."
Chicago deep-dis- h
To learn the secret of Chicago
pizza they spent two weeks this
summer in the city observing and
learning from the people at
a restaurant ranked as
one of the best pizza places in
Chicago." They also consulted a
friend who had been in the pizza
business in Chicago for over 40
years. Chris laughs,"we couldn't
get a recipe from him.. .he doesn't
measure anything."
Using all fresh ingredients and
their experience in Chicago, they
created a reasonably priced (a 10"
deep-dis- h
cheese pizza is $4.85)
and a reasonably tasty pizza.
Chris says, "people ask us why
we don't have coupons - basically
ar
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ABBA EBAN, second speaker In the Fall Forum Series,
will address Issues concerning the Middle East on September 19 in McGaw.

Minister, and later, for eight
years, as Minister of Foreign

Af--

,

fairs.
Perhaps he is best known
for bis vocal defense of. Israel's
y
military actions in the
GenWar in 1967 in front of the
eral Assembly of the United Nations. This brought him the attention and admiration of his fellow
Six-Da-

diplomats

the

and

world.

chose Envoy Eban as
their Person of the Week in July
of 1967, calling him "Israel's Secret "Weapon'. " In the words of
his fellow diplomats and members
of the secretariat: "He was masterful, impressive. and more than
a silver tongue - a man with

UJJfews

.

gutsV
Eban, 52. made the most of
bis assets with the military victory of his countrymen, and that
enabled him to speak from a position of strength. His silver tongue
has established him as one of the
most effective speaker in .U-N.

memory.
"It was more than mere drama.
Mr. Eban and his Foreign Office
had done their homework. Time
after time, he threw the words of
the Arab leaders back in their faces to counter charges that Israel
was the aggressor."
As well as being a
statesman, Abba Eban
also holds a place in academia as
a noted historian and author. He
has been a visiting professor at
Columbia University, a member of
the Institute for Advanced Study at
Princeton, and is a member of the
American Academy of Arts and
Sciences. His earliest book. Voice
ef Israel (1957), is a collection of
speeches. Wrote the NY Herald
Tribune, "It is not easy to work
up enthusiasm for a book made up
speeches. . . .but
of warmed-ove- r
somehow this does not dim the
lustre of the author's own brilli- Continued to page 12
world-renown- ed

-

me,

we can't afford to. We only make
about a 20 profit on our pizza
whereas other places can make up
to 200. We don't cut corners
when it comes to the food. All of
our ingredients are fresh. We don't
ever want to go to processed
foods, and we'd like to keep our
prices reasonable.",!
Because it is a new business,
profit is a concern'Tor the future.
Right now the small profit is
quickly consumed by paychecks
for workers, and supplies; according to Chris,"we (Sandy ; and
Chris) hope to take home a payBut for
check next semester."
and delivery
now the carry-obusiness continues to improve and
they are making plans to expand
the use of their dining room. One
of these plans will probably include a college night with pizza
and beer.
Despite their lack of experience
in the pizza business, with the
help of an accountant who acts as
a consultant arid .their lawyferJClhey
purposely chose a Wooster graduate), they run ill ends' bf the business.- They are Jnvpjved in everything from accounting and advertising to making pizza's, delivery
Wooster students
and clean-uwork as managers helping to
oversee the other employees.
Sandy and Chris hope that as the
restaurant problems get ironed out
they will be able to spend less
time at the store and more on the
business. Right now they estimate that they spend 2-- 3 hours a
errands,
d
day running
and they work afieast two nights

li

-

ut

p.

store-relate-

Continued to page 12

Section and club spread, a
special section on campus crime,
a lea!: at Mark Weaver, some
;
wonderful sports photos,
Random Thoughts column...
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Editorial

Teachers spend leave time productively
by AMY HOLLANDER
Five professors recently took,
the opportunity to get away from
Wooster. They spent time in foreign countries or at other universities pursuing their area of spe-

cialities.
Frank Koucky, Jr., professor of
Geology, travelled to the Middle
East to participate in archeologi-ca- l
excavations of sites in Israel,
on the Jordan-Syria- n
border and in
the desert of Jordan. Last July,
National Geographic featured an
article about the details of his
work in Cyprus. At the American
Center for Oriental Research in
Aman, Jordan as a National Endowment for the Humanities Fellow, Koucky furthured his research
in
the study of
applying geological methods to
archeological excavations.
His
research was applied to the studies
done at the field sites to learn
more about ancient environment.
He also compiled his data into papers ;
Professor of Art George Olsen
looked at the environment from a
different perspective. He returned
to London for the fourth time to
continue his latest interest of depicting plants in drawings and
His work on English
plants was displayed at numerous
museums in London including a
n
Exhibit at the Royal
y
Parade Gallery from
1988 and a
Exhibit at the Museum of Garden
History in May 1988. The May
1988 issue of "World Magazine-feature- d
a two. page spread on
Olsen also
those two exhibits.
had the honorable distinction of
having one of his watercolors
used as the cover of the May 1988
issue of The Garden: Journal of
the Royal Horticultural Society-LondoHe also gave a slide lec
archeo-geolog-

y,

wa-tercolo-

rs.

Two-Perso-

January-Februar-

One-Pers-

on

n.

td5o
LO
TRWt-THcT- SE

ture at the Museum of Garden History entitled "European Printmak-er- s
Using American Subjects" focusing on the botanical prints and
You may
plants.
already be familar with Olsen's
work which appears on the cover
of the College of Wooster cultural
events calendar for fall 1988.
Students, faculty and the general
public will have the opportunity
to view the work he completed on
leave. The 1988 Faculty Exhibition will feature George Olsen's
"From Parks to Prairies" collection at MacKenzie Art Gallery in
the Severance Art Studios from
October 7 - November 4.
Severance Professor of the Old
Testament Thomas Raitt chose a
foreign city closer to Wooster to
pursue his interests. He spent the
year of leave in Toronto developing a manuscript on forgiveness
in the Old Testament which he
plans to finish by August of
1989. At the University of Toronto, he took a course on the nature of religious language in the
fall semester and liberation theology in the spring semester. He
also attended seminars and gave a
paper at the center for religious
studies at the University. Raitt is
very pleased with the leave program at Wooster which has enabled him to visit such other cities
as Jersulam. Israel; Santa Barbara,
California; and Heidelberg. West
Germany.
At Case Western Reserve University, Professor of Chemistry
Theodore R. Williams worked in
many areas including the Metrop-olitia- n
General Hospital, departtrans-Atlant- ic

ment of Chemistry,

Polymer

Science Department, and the medical school at University-CirclBy exploring the modern technique of magnetic resonance imaging, he was able to discover the
e.

determination of water in eye tissue which was the basis for a
manuscript.
Other manuscripts
were prepared in the development
of better techniques for the handling of cornea and lens tissues
and in the analysis of the teeth
for magnesium and fluoride content. Besides research, Williams
also presented a paper on the department of Chemistry Study program at the American Chemical
Society 's National meeting in
New Orleans and a poster talk at
the Gordon Research Conferences.
He was also active in numerous
organizations including the New
Jersey Department of Higher Education, the Pittsburgh Seminar and
the National Science Foundation
on REU.
Serving as program chair for the
Byzantine Status Conference
which will sponsor an exhibit in
Houston in November 1988 was
one of the many activities undertaken by Thalia
She was also on the National
Committee to organize an exhibit
of icons and frescos from Greece
which appeared at the Walters Art
Gallery in Baltimore. Maryland in
August of 1988. The exhibit will
travel to five museums including
Cleveland next August and September. She travelled to Greece to
research an essay on the icons and
frescos which appeared in the
book Icon. Travelling to New
York City, the Wooster art professor chose the work of Audrey
Flack to appear in the Speed Museum in Kentucky in .1990 and
wrote three essays for that exhibit's catalog. Another essay on the
recent work of Miriam Shipiro
was printed in the Woman's Caucuses for Art Honor's Award Exhibn
it.
also presented
a paper at that artists award
Gouma-Peterso-

Gouma-Peterso-
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Imagine that you are not allowed vote in the upcoming election.
Next, you are told that you may no longer attend this college; you are '
not the right color and this school will be segregated from this day
forward, as will be all public facilities and cities in the United States.
Unbelievable? Not to 80 of the population of South Africa
which must live with this system, called Apartheid, everyday of their
lives. Blacks in South Africa have no rights or freedom; racial
discrimination is practiced as a government policy.
Congress banned some investments and trade with South Africa
two years ago, but this has not succeeded in its goal to convince the
white South African government to give blacks political and social
rights. Instead the government has banned black organizations and
censored news from the country.
On Tuesday the Senate Foreign Relations Committee approved a
imposing
sanctions against South Africa. This follows a bill
bill
passed by the House a month ago. The new sanctions go well beyond
the 1986 sanctions.
And this is the right way to go. The racist South African
government will never give basic human rights to the majority of its
population if we, as a country, continue to economically support its
racism. It is time we stop making excuses, and take a stand against
Apartheid by imposing strong sanctions against South Africa.
.

.
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VOICE:

Crimes on campus: A 'special report
Oats and Apples: They're not just

for kids anymore

mere vandalism.
Later, security discovered that a
junior at the Oat party, Katie HenAt approximately 1 a.m., Sunderson, had been injured by the
day morning, an apple shattered a
glass. She said, "I heard a crash
southwest window in Compton
and looked up, only to discover
basement lounge. At the time, an
shards of glass had fallen into my
Oat party was in progress in the
eye" from the. broken window.
lounge.
A student outside of
She went to Hygeia, and later
men
Compton reported seeing two
was taken to a local hospital by
throwing the apple at the window,
and then running off into the , Security. Captain Foster, of the
College's Security Force, stated
night.
that the call from Hygeia was a
When security reached the
routine one and that no connecscene, about five minutes after the
lotion was made between the injured
incident, they were unable to
student and the broken window unThe
student
cate any suspects.
til she mentioned it in the car on
who had called in the crime said
the way back from the hospital.
that several men were engaged in
Despite rumors that Katie is
an apple fight before the window
suing the Oats for a large sum of
was broken.
money because of the loss of her
It is still unsure whether or not
right eye. Katie "will actually be
the window break was intentional.
living on her own income and
The offenders could have been
seeing just fine."
against
vengeful
act
committing a
Security is still looking for the
the Oats directly, or the break
offenders.
could have been accidental, or
by

Two cases of assault draw student concerns to the
issues of rape and sexual harrassment on campus

EliSE BONZA

Security expresses concerns
by CARL YUND,
CHIEF OF SECURITY
Before a theft, robbery, assault
or other crime can take place there
must be three factors: desire,
All
ability, and opportunity.
for
concurrently
exist
must
three
the act to be successful. If you
take any one of the three away,
the crime is doomed to failure.
Material items such as locks,
alarms and security departments
are all well and good, but the critical success factor for any crime
prevention program is You ! It is
up to you to show an active interest in your own welfare and in
the protection of your property.
Once you show a responsible attitude towards preventing crime
then chances of victimization will
lessen for all involved.
Why crime prevention at the

College of Wooster? On the surface the College and the surrounding community may appear to be
relaxed and relatively free of the

crime problems plaguing most
metropolitan and surburban areas.
However, don't be fooled! Wooster does have its crime problems
just the same as anywhere else.
The scope and intensity of the
problem may not be the same as
in many comparable areas, yet
they do exist. Although one need
not develop a sense of rampant
paranoia in Wooster, one should
not "drop one's guard" either.
One must strike an even balance
between two extremes and adopt a
responsible and sensible attitude
towards safeguarding yourself and
your property.

ut

su-pris- ed

21.
The police chief said that the
department will also investigate
and prosecute individuals who
tempt to purchase by .deception or

WILLIAM VAN CLEAVE

Tuesday nig hi, 11 pjn. A woman walking near the bleachers at
the football field is grabbed from
behind by an unknown assailant
and threatened with a knife. He
is young, white, blond, and of
medium build. They struggle, and
she escapes.
This past weekend, in the early
morning hours. A woman walking between Garpin Hall and
Lodge undergoes a similar
assault. This man is white, of
medium build, and wears a ring on
his right hand. They too struggle, and again, the woman escapes.
These are the first incidents of
this nature to be reported this
year, and reactions across campus
have been varied and immediate.
Security has responded by distribution of the
Crime Alerts detailing
the circumstances of the two
crimes and warning students about
the potential danger of their reoccurrence. The posting has sparked
discussion on all fronts of the
campus:
amidst the clatter of
Lowry cafeteria, around the meeting tables of student organizations,
and in the classrooms of
Kauke voices are insistently rising, referring to these incidents
and questioning their implicaKe-nard- en

now-famili-

red-headlin-

ar

Often these voices are the voices of women. Eyes tinged with
grey fear, they speak to each other of their feelings of helplessness, their frustration at the lack
of freedom that being unable to
walk alone implies, and their out

violations."

-

rage at being forced to deal constantly with the continual, oppressive threat of sexual assault.
Often, too, these voices are the
voices of men. Asking fumbling-l- y
what they can do to help, afraid
of being thought as sexist if they
offer to walk a woman home and
of being thought insensitive if
they don't; quietly wondering if
they too could be in danger.
There is a common misconception on campus that Security The
Administration holds back information regarding cases of rape and
However,
sexual harrassment.
members of Security and the
Dean's Staff were in this instance
willing to talk, only expressing
concern that the identity of the
women involved be protected. In
fact, Sophie Wisniewski, associate dean of students, said that
sometimes information is slow in
geuing to the College community, simply because of the neccesi- ty of maintaining the "anonymity
of people involved."
Attempting to put these crimes
in a historical perspective. Security discussed the reports which
they had received last year involving cases of sexual assault: an alleged acquaintance rape that took
place in January, a "sexual imposition" forced upon a woman in
March, and the possible rape of
an unconscious woman in May.
Sophie Wisniewski, associate
dean of students, spoke of practical preventive measures being taken by the College in efforts to increase security on campus. She
detailed the addition of lights in
dark parts of campus, the placing
of stronger bulbs in already existing fixtures, and the thinning of

shrubbery that could potentially
hide an assailant.
She noted in addition that Security had begun, in the spring semester of last year, to distribute
the
Crime Alerts
warning students when dangerous
events had occured.
Wisniewski is concerned that
students typically respond to the
threat of rape with comments such
as "it won't happen to me;" Til
be careful;" and "111 watch."
"People don't want to think about
the dark side of life," she continued. "They need to think about it
and put it in perspective."
"Putting it into perspective" '
means striking a balance between
living in obsessive fear of going
outside, and walking blissfully
across campus at odd hours alone.
It means we making a committment to recognizing the threat of
sexual assault, respecting the dan- - '
ger of it, taking practical steps
to prevent it from happening,
considering the implications that
it has as a crime directed primarily
toward women, and never allowing
ourselves to either justify or condone it.
Whether we enact our condemnation of sexual crimes by walking
friends across campus, stressing
the importance of rape victims reporting their assaults as soon as
afore-mention-

ed

,

possible,

or

simply

Town Hall

Tlh

Nightclub
DJ
Night Football, Special Draft Prices
Friday-Liv- e

Monday-Monda- y

DJ
D J, Special Draft Prices

Tuesday-Liv- e

Wednesday-Liv- e
Thursday-Liv- e

DJ

Located on the corner of Beall and Liberty
underneath the Liberty House
21 and over, proper attire required
''
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talking

through our feelings of frustration
and anger about a situation over
which we have little control, the
bottom line is that rape is wrong.
Our bodies and our lives are
imperiled every time we allow a
sexual imposition to go

Now Opened

and attempt to

who are
purchase.
Students should be aware of the
law against consuming or possessing open containers of alcoholic beverages in motor vehicles
or in public. This law is strictly
enforced throughout the community.
Furnishing alcoholic beverages
persons is also a
to under-ag- e
high priority offense, which will
result in prosecution should the
police become aware of it.
Chief Pierce said: "I feel if the
students are aware of the law it
may prevent some of them from
being arrested or cited for these
under-ag- e

ed

tions. -

Continued to page 12

Plusquellec raises liquor purchasing
concerns to students
With Ohio's "21" drinking age,
the police have been enforcing
persons which
sales to under-ag- e
has resulted in approximately fifteen convenience and carry-ostores being cited for such sales
within the past few months. College students should not be
if establishments require
proof of age before they will sell
alcoholic beverages to them.
Many establishments are ignoring
the "grandfather" clause and selling only to individuals who are

by MANDY LANGLEY and

ctttoims anndl .CMlbs
The Voice has hopes of increasing
section and club coverage this

year.
As a part of this process, we sent
out forms to all of the sections
and clubs on the campus, asking
them to provide readers with vital
information about their group, and
to write a statement of no more
than ISO words explaining what
makes their section or club unique
and worth joining.
With the exception of the Cran-daland the Delts, we received all
of the forms back, and below are
their responses in their own
words.
ls

We hope this assists you in

alternative to the other clubs on
campus;
Aloha Gamma Phi
became official on February 28,
1983. Being the newest club on
campus has been a challenge;
however, after five years of hard
work, we have become a viable
organization on campus.
Our main purpose is to serve the
campus community and ourselves
in such a way that coincides with

what

and

administration expect of us. Our
club is small but proud, and we
strive for unity, while at the same
time we want our members to
express their individuality. If you
are interested in finding more
about the club please feel free .to
contact any of our members.

CHIOS

get-

ting to know a little about all of
the sections and clubs on campus
a,s the "Rush Season" beeins.

campus

the

although flexible about

group

actual numbers, and we prefer to
stay so. That way, everyone
plays an integral part in decisionmaking and club activities. We

ALPHA GAMS
Alpha Gamma Phi

CLUB:

1983
WHEN FORMED:
Celinda Brandt
PRESIDENT:
Nadine Isvarin
V. PRESIDENT:
Jennifer Brintnall
TREASURER:
Amy Baker
SECRETARY:
ICC V. PRESIDENT: Kim Rowland
18
MEMBERS:
0
MINORITIES:
0
INTERNATIONAL:
11
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:
Individually Chosen
HOUSING:
September 20th
FIRST RUSH:

SELECnvrrY:"Somewhat
Selective"
PROGRAMS.- - I : Greek Week,

campus

parties,

formats,

community and campus parties,
fund raisers.
Alpha Gamma Phi was started by a
few women who wanted an

Reminder

All students are cordially invited
Rush Party
to attend the
today from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. on
the quad. It will be a great opportunity for students interested in
fall rush to- - become acquainted
with with the various campus sections and clubs.
All-Gre- ek

Correction

the

Chios

SECTION:

WHEN FORMED:
CO-PRESIDEN-

movies,
dinner,
outings, etc., the establishment
service projects, and
of long-ter-

activities

Christine Ludowise
Jodi Petrisek
Jen Blair

HISTORIAN:
1 1
MEMBERS:
0
MINORITIES:
INTERNATIONAL:
0
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:
4
Individually Chosen
HOUSING:
September 19th
FIRST RUSH:

EKOS

SELECTIVITY: "If youU accept
us, .
well accept you."
PROGRAMS: Charity
Spring Formal, College Bowl,
Greek Week
fund-raiser-

Epsilon Kappa Omicron
CLUB:
1943
WHEN FORMED:
PRESIDENT:
Laura McGraw
V. PRESIDENT:
Sheri Shamblin
SECRETARY:
Jennifer Jameson
TREASURER:
Karen Balogh
Wendy Watson
RA:
.
MEMBERS:
30

The Chios' ideals center around
our slogan, "honesty, friendship,
and understanding." Eachjnember

Week,
People-to-Peop-

Salvation

nursing

participation in

Army

SECTION:

WHEN FORMED:
PRESIDENT:
V. PRESIDENT:
TREASURER:
SECRETARY:
RUSH CHAIRS:

or

Jay Womack
SGT. OF ARMS:

Ministries,
homes,

Beta Kappa Phi
76 years ago
Rob Abemethy
Chris Hyland
Ted Hamilton
Bill Goubb
Andrew Sprague,
Amit Tibrewal

MEMBERS:
MINORITIES:
INTERNATIONAL:
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:

"daffodil days"

very studious,

or

-- 40

sportsman,

musical, he or she can always find
a home with Beta Kappa Phi.
Even after graduation, alumni that
return still feel somthing special,
feel a part of us when they return.
That's a feeling that can never be
taken away.
.

KRAPPERS
Kappa Chi
1968
PRESIDENT:
Todd A. Keiper
Gary Meszaros
V. PRESIDENT:
Chuck Rich
TREASURER:
SECRETARY:
Mike Cammarata
SECTION:

WHEN FORMED:

ATHLETIC DIRECTOR:

20 VISIT
PACKAGE

SELECTIVITY:

"Athletically

geared, although many others."
PROGRAMS:
Restoration of
Informal Lounge Privilege,;

5

(car
Safe Rides,
washes), support of athletic
fund-raise- rs

Continued to page 5

Far

TEXTURE PERM
Jr. Stylist

Not valid with other offers.

222 W. LIBERTY STREET

$3.00 OFF

WOOSTER, OHIO 44691
264-216-

Not valid with other offers.

1

REG. $15.50

AUDIO

with coupon

,5

40

MINORITIES:
2
INTERNATIONAL:
0
21
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:
HOUSING:
Bissman 7th Section
September 28th
FIRST RUSH:

5
15
HOUSTNGArmington 1st Secton

SAVE

Reg. SS

Mike Schmitz
Chuck Crawford
Rich Danch

RUSH V. P.:
CHIEF JUSTICE:
MEMBERS:

Reg. 43s

$25 oo

of

our
any
member's individuality. These are
the things that keep our fraternity
section going. We take pride in
our diversity. Whether someone
is an international student, a

$25.50

For The Tanning Bed

Jr. Stylist

345-70- 00

Inter-Sectio-

2786 Cleveland Road
HAIR CENTER

of
Each member's
contributes to the

BETAS

The EKO's strive for diversity,
unity," and individuality.
The

VISIT
PACKAGE

FAMILY

Pi Kappa
1918
Bianca DiSalvo
Pamela Klein
9

SECTIMD'NS

who is seriously

le

visiting

15

25

diversity.

are

steadfast

uniqueness
character of the club as a whole.

interested in the goals of the
EKOs is considered by the
club's members."
PROGRAMS: College BowL Greek

s.

TS:

and have fun but
to the bonds
friendship and have pride in
unity, never disregarding

party

Pi Kappa is very accepting

MINORITIES:
0
INTERNATIONAL:
0
18
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:
HOUSING:
Bissman 8th Section
3rd & 4th Floors
September 22
FIRST RUSH:
SELEC11VII Y:

"Anyone

It's what our letters stands for that
sets us apart from the rest We

MEMBERS:
1
MINORITIES:
1
INTERNATIONAL:
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:
4
Spread Out
HOUSING:
Sept. 21
FIRST RUSH:
Moderate
SELECTIVITY:
PROGRAMS:
None at this time

m

ACTIVATION CHAIRS:

us

Oct. 5
Somewhat
Heart Fund Run to
PROGRAMS:
Cleveland, Haunted house for
children of Wooster, Big
Brother Program, the Herrick
Classic, Turtle Open
FIRST RUSH:
SELECnVJTY:

PEANUTS

actively support and encourages
its members in all their endeavors
- especially
academics and
friendships and social life within
and without the club. Our goals
for this year, include more group

greater visibility on campus.

Chi Omega Psi
1976
Beth Carl
Karen Young
Kathy Davis
SECRETARY:
TREASURER:
Jennifer Pope
SOCIAL CHAIRS: Molly Chester
Alison Myers
Pauline Ach
ICC REPS:
Christine Ludowise
RUSH CHAIR:
Pauline Ach

ONLY

exclusive.

mutually

For The Tanning Booth
Upon advice from the College and
everyone else involved, the "Safe
Ride" program instituted by the
Council will be abon
lished due to lack of liability

all-camp-

individuality and diversity of our
members, and we don't believe
that being one's own person and
belonging to a group have to be

CLUB:
WHEN FORMED:

ONLY

on

ourselves

pride

CO-PRESIDEN- TS:

(CILUJIBS

women in this club are active in
all (or many) aspects of The
College of Wooster community,
and at the same time they enjoy
living together in the section, we
enjoy a varied social life
parties, formats, Greek
Week, Homecoming, etc.. The
women of Epsilon Kappa Omicron
are proud to have a common bond
of friendship and have made the
club an important part of their
college life at Wooster.

does her best to promote these
ideals in both herself and her
sisters. We are a fairly small

Wooster, Ohio

VIDEO

Yamaha
Polk
Sony
JVC
-Pioneer Auto Sound
Clarion
Replacement Needles
Straight Wire
CD'S In stock

September 16?1988
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Continued from page 4
teams as a project
This

1988-8- 9

actives

is

group of Kappa Chi

surely

the

most

successful group in Kappa Chi
history and has great potential to
be more successful on and off
campus.
We are making great
efforts to improve ourselves as a
section and desire the respect of

those

members outside our
section, whether it may be faculty
or not.
The Krappers are mostly made up
of participants in the Basketball
and Baseball programs.
The
obvious success of these two

varsity
sports teams only
exemplifies how we all come
together as the brotherhood of
Kappa Chi. Those members not
participating in varsity athletics
play a major role as Krappers
also. Krappers have maintained
the highest total GPA accume on
campus several years in a row and

also have earned the most
intramural championships for
several years in a row.
There is no doubt that Kappa Chi
is a unique, organized, and
positive group which will only
grow and improve itself. All are

encouraged to find out more.
Kappa Chi.

OATS
SECTION:

Omega Alpha Tau

1976

WHEN FORMED:

PRESIDENT:
Michael H. Shaw
MEMBERS:
27
MINORITIES:
2
INTERNATIONAL:
0
11
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:
HOUSING:
Armington Bunker
October 4
FIRST RUSH:
SELECTIVITY:

"We take quality over quantity."
PROGRAMS:
Safe Rides
The OATs Omega Alpha Tau
were founded in 1976. We are the

most recent section to be
The OATs are the
established.
smallest section, with only
The
twenty seven members.
smaller number of men enables
everyone to know one another
very well, and their individual
Along with being
abilities.
interested in throwing good
parties and listening to all kinds
of music, the OATs take great
interest in their brothers. We are
not a social club. We have

members that participate in
almost all of the varsity sports,
and many different interest
groups. Our strength stems from

service

projects

insiae srory

including:

hospital, humane society. Red
Cross.

byEUSEBONZA

commitment,
brotherhood.

strong
around
unity,
and
Many

of the

brothers are involved in campus
activities, ranging from team
captains to elected leadership
We have competitive
positions.
intramural teams for those who are

I handed my ticket to the young
man with shoulder length hair. In
turn, he asked for a
sticker that I had obtained at the
Homecoming football game earlier
that day.
I looked down the gravel drive
to where the party began about 1
4 mile away and we started our
night at Bacchanalia '87.
For the few who wonder, "what
exactly is Bacchanalia?" - it's a
big party, a plain ol' good time
and the social gathering of the
year for C.O.W. students. Bacchanalia is like a Superbowl - an annual event, it's the best of the
best of the parties at Wooster.
"Bacch" always consists of a
number of bands, some made up of
campus members, and a large
amount of beer, which is the major attraction for first year students and first time Bacch-goerThis past year the 17th annual
Bacchanalia sported around 60
kegs of beer and four bands.
The preliminaries to Bacch actually started a few weeks before its
scheduled date, Sept. 26, 1987.
Members of Crandall House, the
annual sponsor and a campus
group, could be seen walking
neon-oran-

.

The Omegas provide a creative
social life which is not only
appealing to the brothers, but to
the entire campus."

SIGS
SECTION:
Phi Sigma Alpha
1936
WHEN FORMED:
PRESIDENT:
Christopher Shilts
RUSH V. PRESIDENTS:
Matt Byers
Paul Jacobus
SOCIAL V.PRESIDENTS:
Russ Miller
Nat Elliott
TREASURER:
Craig Lombardi
SECRETARY:
Chris Kurman
ATHLETIC DIRECTOR: Kirk Smith

43
Some
None

26
Bissman
Sept. 29

We have a beach. We have a
unique blend of athletes and
Pledges can seek us by
who we are, individually and as a
group. We believe in good clean
fun, thereby submitting to the
rules and procedures of the "Scot's
Key."
non-athlet- es.

--
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"
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by SUSANNA M. JACKSON

.

,

painting style that contradicts

."if
..

OMEGAS

FIRST RUSH:

this general belief. For instance,
in the picture "Safe Beach". Hancock uses sweeping, dramatic colors in the pastels to create the
mood of selective ignorance. The
people on the beach look unconcerned, perhaps too unconcerned,
as if they are purposely not acmen
knowledging the fatigue-clain the corner with machine guns.
In fact, few people who walk into
view this show will notice the
soldiers unless they are pointed
out.
Throughout humankind's history, violence and evil have always
existed, but in earlier times, according to Hancock, this was easier to accept. In his charcoal,
"Chicago Life," the edges of the
benign and the malevolent are
much duller and harder to detect.
These, is a, bar. scene.- in.- which jl.

Phi Omega Sigma

1950

October 3rd

i7.

most

d

Konrad Gesner
PRESIDENT:
V. PRESIDENT: Peter Fehrenbach
TREASURER:
John Ashbaugh
Dave Zack
PARLIAMENTARIAN:
Paul Gamble
SECRETARY:
ALUMNI DIRECTOR: Chris Fin ton
36
MEMBERS:
0
MINORITIES:
1
INTERNATIONAL:
12
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:
HOUSING: Armington 3rd Section

stories

.

.

.

Lisa Walsh

Painting from Hancock Exhibit, located In Severence
:

-

-

.

always

.

of previous

social gathering and a hold-u- p
blend into the same scene. The
people in this picture seem to
take it all in stride, even as a
prostitute wafts herselffat the top
of the picture. Obviously, this
symbolizes how corrupt American
Likewise,
society has become.
in "The Pledge," another charcoal,
the people's faces have a 'nonchalant glaze, and the flag is not
flying high. Hancock uses quite a
bit of symbolism in his work.
The titles of his pictures are al-

Normally, when one sees
bright colors, bright emotions are
However,
expected to follow.
Thomas Hancock has a unique

abilities.

SECTION:

swapped

Bacchs, comparing them to --this
one. Some are better, but every
Bacch has its own story .to. jtelL
Each Bacchanalia is the best of
Wooster's social gatherings of the
year and a strong Wooster tradition. I guess that's why I remember, and look forward, to Bacch
each year. There's always a lot of
people, good musk, plenty to
drink and eat, and remember,
"camping is strongly recommended!"
This year's Bacch win take
place tomorrow,. Saturday Sept.

impressions

our diverse individual interest and

WHEN FORMED:

--

there was still socializing to be
done. The lights that were strung
around the area never went on and
people, including myself, were
getting lost in the large, dark
field. But there were lights by the
beer truck, attracting a moth-lik- e
swarm of people.
Somewhere around 11 pjn., the
Oroboros took the stage, and the
dance floor fired up, continuing
on 'til around 1:30 a.m. There'
were many stops in the show,
which didn't add to the overall atmosphere. The sound system went
out about three times. But the Oroboros played faithfully to the assembled crowd that didn't thin out,
despite the interruptions.
Close to 1:30 a.m.. the band
thanked the audience and ended its
set. I ran to catch the bus that had
been hired to drive people back to
campus.
On the ride home, people

Hancock art makes strange

"

ATT

rts

tye-dy-

s.

PROGRAMS: Big tfrother Program

"

ge

,

SELECTIVITY:it depends
(5th Amendment )

I

ls

T-shi-

r.

not involved in varsity sports.

MEMBERS:
MINORITIES:
INTERNATIONAL:
LAST PLEDGE CLASS:
HOUSING:
FIRST RUSH:

around campus with flourescent-colore- d
Bacch tickets pinned to
their clothes. The tickets sold for
$8 a piece, $10 the day of the
event. As Bacch got closer, Cran-dalpreviewed the '87 Bacch
which would be on sale.
The backs of the shirts exploded
with flourescent colors, mirroring
the shades of the tickets. Meanwhile the campus bands began
practicing at Ichabod's.
Bacch began around noon on
Sept. 26, when TB plus 1 took
the stage, and the beer started
flowing. Around 2 p.m., Spuge, a
favorite campus band, 'jammed' a
few songs, and the beer continued
flowing.
Down at Becks Family Campground, our group travelled the
gravel 'road to Bacch' around
6p.m. We secured our first round
of beer and found a seat on the
grass. Mr. Stress Blues Band from
Cleveland was playing to an empty dance floor.
Bacch almost seemed like a time
warp. There were lots of baree
clad people, just
footed,
'mellowing' in the grass, some
tossing a frisbee as the sun started
to sink.
The Blues band was just a warm
up for the main attraction, the Oroboros, who also played previous
Bacchs.
As it got dark, campfires were
started and many people gathered
around the fire and light. There
was a long wait for the Oroboros.
but the beer was still flowing and

As spring time and warm weather roll around, people start remembering and reminiscing about
good times. One of the memories
that I ponder about this time is
one of the basic 'good times' in
the year at the College of Woost-e-

As a section. Phi Omega Sigma

revolves

the

Bacchanalia-tellin- g

SELECIIVIIY:
"Selective"
PROGRAMS: Support children in
underdeveloped countries and

Page 5

satirical;

in

"Lifeguard?," the scene depicts a
man sprawled out on a beach
from the viewpoint of a man with
a gun. Hancock's message comes
across as this: the human race has
learned to accept the rotten bites
of life in one way w another long
ago. Recently, though, the trend
has been to simply ignore it - not
even to deal with it. Thus, as evil
has become more blatant, particularly militarily evil, Hancock sees
that people turn their backs even
more.

:

Page
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Ms. Conceptions
It may seem inconceivable

by A WOMEN'S ISSUES BLOCK

normal, intelli-

that seemingly

gent, healthy young women would
choose to destroy themselves in
order to conform to an unrealistic
concept of physical perfection.
And yet, the sister diseases of anorexia and bulimia now affect between 4 and 20 percent of women.
While the reasons for each woman's struggle with her
and her weight differ, the prevalence of the disease is symptomatic of a larger scale oppression of
women.
Women's bodies have classically been the property of men.
They have functioned to please
men, and women have been judged
exclusively on their ability to attract men via their bodies. It is
hypothesized that women seek to
control their lives by controlling
the weight of their bodies. The

- I ate a whole bag of chips and
dip today.
- Did you get rid of it?
Yes.
Good girl.
x
Anon.
"Wouldn't you rather love a great
big woman
than ask your lover to starve herself to death?"
folk singer
Holly
In last week's article, we mentioned the criticism that women
direct at each other about their
physical appearance. Women apply unrealistic standards to themselves, standards provided by the
mass media, and are placed under
extreme pressure to conform. One
of the most frightening manifestations of this pressure is the epidemic of anorexia
starvation, and bulimia binging
and purging.
---

Near-femini-

self-ima-

st

ed

Continued to page 12

by DAVID WIGHAM AND JEFF
BAAB

A Fish Called Wanda is an
offbeat robbery comedy-cape- r
set
in picturesque London. Starring
John Monty Python) Cleese, Jamie Lee Curtis (the teen scream
queen from Halloween), Kevin
(Big Chill) Kline, and Michael
Pallin, the film is about a jewel
heist gone awry that develops
plot with
into a funny four-wa- y
Cleese caught in the middle.
While mistrust and dark humor
abound, Wanda produces ' more
twists and turns than a silhouette
of Jamie Lee.
J.B.: SEE THIS FILM!!!!
The plot is too complex to fully
discuss here. This picture is one
of the best comedies I have ever
seen. I laughed the entire way
Dave, anyone who
through.
doesn't like this picture is either
dead or comatose.

"J

d Wanda

D.W.: Jeff, the entire audience was comatose for the first
half of the film. However, when

springboards, Cleese combines

not expected.
D.W.: Kline does a good job
with a limited character. Although his schtick works initially, his lines become as predictad
ble and
as Big Ben
itself Jamie Lee's low-cdress-

his experience as a character actor
with subtle humor to portray a
stuffy British barrister; a perfect

many of Kline's
scenes.
Michael Pallin (also of
Monty Python fame) plays Ken,

role for Cleese's Pythonesque
brand of humor.

an animal lover with a speech impediment who inadvertantly kills
pets. His subplot works well as
he quietly becomes the glue that
holds the picture together. Despite some quite laughable scenes
and good individual performances,
I would only see this movie again
so I
if the price was
could only see the second half.
J.B.: Dave, with full admission price this picture is still a
great deal. Even if you know
what is going to happen, it is

John Cleese

finally

gets his

chance he steals the show.
Using Kline and Curtis as

J.B.: Did we see the same
film? The audience was laughing
from the opening credits until
well after the film ended. Cleese
is funny as the slightly confused
Archie, but Kevin Kline is hilariOtto. Kline
ous as the brain-dea- d
Cleese,
from
scenes
several
steals
and I do not even consider him a

comic actor.

Remember the

"hands up" scene at the airport
when Otto asked which one, or
the apology with a gun? Cleese
is upstaged by someone who was

heavy-hande-

ut

es support

pro-rat-

ed

Continued to page 12
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Now that a new school year is under
way, we have an idea that'll make both
you and your parents feel a bit more
confident come finals time:
Get a Macintosh computer to help
with your homework.
, Then you'll never have to spend
another
retyping a paper
just to purge a few typos and dangling
modifiers. You'll be able to crank out
all-night-

er

i

nt

assignments that look as though you
bribed a friend in art school. And with
an amazing new program called
which just happens
HyperCard
to come packaged with every
Macintosh you can easily store,
research
organize, and
notes to your heart's content
And if that isn't enough reason
cross-referen- ce

Enter: Augi

Academicl
"

mtumiimmi

bowl

'

Ta;

I. mim m

fNews briefs. ..news briefs.. Random
determine whether it was used or

by YALMAN ONARAN

have forced the government
to merge the 2 provinces:

not.
persisForest 'fires cast
tent pall on much of the

Bangladesh gets pledge of
millions In flood relief:

West:

The worst flooding in 70 years
has left 28 million people homeless In Bangladesh, a country east
of India. ,Many developed countries offered food and medical help
to Bangladesh; Japan lead with
$13 million, and U.S. followed
with $3.6 million.

The forest fires have
burned 4 million acres of land in
western states and Alaska. The
costs so far are $300 million and

lives.

Yellowstone National

Park is one
on fire.

of the cites currently

7

Iraqi offensive to the Kurdish Guerilla Army forces
50,000 Kurds to flee to
Turkey: As the war between
Iran and Iraq ended, Iraq started attacking Kurds in its north en regions who have been fighting for
national recognition. Iraq is said
to have used chemical weapons on
Kurds, but the Turkish doctors
treating the Kurdish immigrants
say that they have seen no signs
of chemical wounds. The U.S. and
allies have asked the United Nations to send a medical team to

As

.

Presidential

officially
date lor

Tamils have been fighting for a
homeland for the last 5 years in
Sri Lanka, an island on the Indian
Ocean, south of India. The Tamils
caused stores and offices in Colombo, the capital of Sri Lanka,
to shut down on Monday by frightening the residents with posters
and threatening letters.

House votes death for drug
murders: A statute allowing the
death penalty for murders related
to lrug crimes and the exclusion
of drug users from a variety of federal benefits have been passed in
the House of Representatives
Even casual
overwhelmingly.

Campaign

opens,- - the

--

-

first
de-

Bush-Dukak- Js

bate is set: ' After the presidential campaign opened officially
:

last week, September 25 was chosen as the date for the first debate
between Republican candidate
George Bush and Democratic candidate Michael Dukakis. The second
debate is tentatively set for October 13. Dukakis has agreed to
only two debates with Bush.

"

drug users won't be allowed to
benefit from federal benefits like
student loans.
Compiled
Times.

from the New

In Sri Lanka, Tamil rebels

York

Thoughts
by SUSAN M. GALE

;

I

Baseball is known as the national pastime in America. It is a

to look at a Macintosh today, here's
another:
Right now ,you have three chances
to win one of Sony's Discman CD
players including the exciting Sony
Pocket Discman, which also plays the
CDs. And even if you miss
new
out on the CD player, you may still win
No strings
one of 15 Apple
iittached just fill out a registration

form at the location
listed below.
So come in and get your
hands on a Macintosh.
If not for yourself do it for
your folks.

vi'fe

-

sport that moves quickly even
while it moves slowly. Each play
can fly at incredible speeds that

'

defy the eye, but each play begins
the same way; the batter enters
the batter's box, the pitcher winds
up and delivers.
I have never been a sports fanatic. I do not know all of the
players' names or why they should
be traded to whichever team. I do
not scream at the television if a

.

ist

29th-Septemb- er

16th

Computing services
tlor

Hall, Room 314

a.
The power to be your bestT

Continued to page 11
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3-in- ch

T-shirts.

(M

player on my favorite team makes
a stupid mistake.
But I like basebalL
When we were young, my
brother and I were treated equally
in sports; we bom had a chance to
succeed or not be involved de-pending on our choice. As we
grew up my brother got to know
all of the sports trivia, while I
was more involved in playing
sports, with my toftball and then
basketball and volleyball in high
school.

MS,
ay win a Sony Discmaa

--

t
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Palmer
General
Review
Assembly
Selected

rfl
ci

by LISA DAMERON

Elizabeth Barry, and
Wendy Walland
KENARDEN- Kevin Anderson,
Hashim
Gillani, and Jamie
Harrell
STEVENSON-Kevi- n
Cropp and
Amy Dana
WAGNER-Afsha- d
Irani and Greg
Hoskins
SM. HOUSING DISTRICTS:
KATE, HESSON. ICEMAN. REED,

by GAYLE MARCIN
PUBLIC RELATIONS CHAIR

This past Wednesday General
Assembly elections were held in
order to vote for representatives
from the dorms and districts
around campus. A grand total of
497 votes were cast by the students during dinner at Lowry and
Kittredge. The General Assembly
consists of 32 members; each
stands as the voice from his or
her district and also serves on
committees and other programs
that SGA addresses throughout the
year. This year's ballot was comparable to last year's in regards to
the number of candidates running;
however some areas still remain
unrepresented such as Armington
housing disand the

BRYAN, and KENNEDY

trict.

Halima Muhawi
JOHNSON. MONYER. SLATER.
BONTRAGER. CULBERTSON.
HART, and ACKERMAN
Lizz West
WRIGHT, GROSJEAN. HIDER.
HIDER APTS MILLER
Yalman Onaran
MYERS. SCOT COTTAGE.
TROYER, WESTMINSTER
Cortney McClelland

The winners of the areas that
have been deckled are as follows:

RICHARDSON, GABLE. LEWIS,
YOST. CALCEL KEIFFER, and

--

--

--

"off-campu- s"

--

SHEARER

DORMITORIES:

--

Mark Hendrickson

ANDREWS DUNN
--

This, lis ting does not include the
elections that are to
three run-obe held next Wednesday 92188.
Congratulations to these people,
and I hope with their hard work
and the support of the students behind us that we can make this an

Maria Theophilis

BABCOCK-Gre-

Katherine

Caniglia and

g

ff

Koos
Nay and Dave

BISSMAN-Valeri- e

Williams
Bartos and Dawn

COMPTON-Laur- a

Riley

exceptional year, not only for

DOUG LASS --Jennifer Schauf

Ann

HOLDEN-Leig- h

Leshock,

SGA but for the entire campus.

Understanding Leviathan
by FRANK H. ANDORRA, JR.
On Thursday. September 22, at
11 ajn.. Professor Mark Weaver
will take the stage of Mateer Auditorium to present a lecture entitled "Understanding Leviathan" to
students an
try to give first-yeunderstanding of the relevance of
Thomas Hobbes' book in today's
world.
"What I will do is present my
own way of approaching and understanding Hobbes, but try to do
that at a level that's accessable to
first-yestudents," Weaver said.
Weaver was born in Allen town,
Pennsylvania,
but grew up in
He received his
Ohio.
Tipp City,
Bachelor of Arts from Ohio University in 1970 and then received
his Masters Degree from the University of Massachusetts in 1973.
Weaver returned there to complete
his Ph. D. in 1979. having already begun teaching here at
Wooster a full year beforehand in
ar

ar

1978.
As to his expertise with the

Le-

viathan text. Weaver teaches it
third semester here at
Wooster in his "Origins of Politi
every

--

cal Thought" course.
"I've read the text several times,
maybe this is my twelth or thirteenth time through the book,"
Weaver explained. "I enjoy reading Hobbes. When I'm preparing
for another time through, sometimes 111 be in a rush and 111 be
trying to read just the highlights
and I'll be captivated by the
text" so 111 end up reading the
whole thing.
"A few years ago," he continued, "a friend came to the College
to give a lecture. When she arrived from the airport, she was
carrying a copy of Leviathan . I
said, 1 didn't, know you were
teaching Leviathan this semester
and she said, ' Oh, I'm not. I just
brought it along to read on the
plane and in the airport for fun.
Now. I can understand that. For
me, that makes sense."
He does not expect that to be a
common experience between himstudents,
self and the first-yehowever.
" There's a distance between
where I come from and where I
students
expect most first-yeContinued to page 12
ar

ar

The 1988 Fall Forum Series began last Tuesday evening on a
promising note. Parker Palmer, a
free lance writer, community organizer and activist, spoke to the
College and local community on
the implications of "Cultures in
seminar stuConflict." First-yedents, notepads and pens in hand,
were thankful for Palmer's organized speech that easily lent itself
to outline form. All were glad to
hear that Palmer would attempt to
stay within the allotted timeframe.'
The theme of the speech was "if
you can't get out of it, get into it"
a motto that Palmer learned in an
Outward Bound Program on Hurricane Island. Applying this maxim to community. Palmer observed that Americans have been
trying to "get out of it" rather
than "get into it." He stated that
community is unavoidable because
boundaries are what give life to a
community, and a community's

r

J1 si

ar

boundaries define its sense of
truth. And since every person or
community has a different conception of truth, conflict must necessarily follow community.
In order to deal with this conflict. Palmer advocated "the way
of hospitality." This method has
roots in Judaism and Christianity
and essentially means "extending
oneself to others." This mode of

learning is partially responsible
for the progress jf hard sciences
and Palmer called it "the mind's
greatest gift." Individuals, even
students, at the College of Wooster. can apply this process to their
daily lives. We must, however,
overcome the element of fear-feof differences of opinion, fear of
ridicule, and fear of diversity.
After hearing time and time
again that college is not the real
world, it was refreshing to hear
Palmer say that indeed it is. He
offered three techniques in which
faculty, administration, and students can apply the "way of hos- -

Dan Stefaniuk

PARKER PALMER, first Forum Speaker, addresses McGaw
on "Cultures In Conflict."
pitality" to manage the communal
conflict. Firstly, our formal curriculum should exhibit diversity
and students should take notice of
conflicting ideas. Secondly, the
"hidden curriculum" ie: methods of
teaching, should correspond to
what is being taught. Students at
this college in particular should
explore its cultural diversity and
inquire of other students' life experiences. This, says Palmer, can
be as satisfying "as a massage."
Thirdly, we should all express and
question our conceptions of truth.
According to Palmer, truth is an

-

"eternal conversation" and what is
important is not the result of the
conversation but the exchange of
ideas.
Parker Palmer's speech gave us
something useful; it gave us a
paradigm on how to survive the
communal conflict. If we imagine
each individual as a "comunity in
miniature" as Palmer does, it becomes even more useful.
Hopefully, this is an indication
of the following Forum Events,
and students will see them more
as a learning experience than as a
homework assignment.-

Yom Kippur Services
at Knesseth Israel Temple
1670 Cleveland Road

Tuesday, Sept. 20 at 7:30 p.m.
Wednesday, Sept. 21 at 9 a.m.

ar

Students who would like to share the Holiday
through home hospitality, please contact
Paul Wexler at extension 2651
Monday, Sept. 19.

J.K. and the Class plays at Ichs
by DEBBIE HIRST
"You Will Dance!" is indeed the

reaction one gets upon speaking
with Keith Nahigiam, coordinator
for this weekend's live band perWith a
formance at Ichabod's.
group every other weekend this
year, as opposed to last year's
weekendly events, Ichabod's can
hire bigger and better names.
Having managed, over the summer, to draw up the arrangements
for this weekend himself, Keith
insists that, "this is a fantastic
band."
"J. K. and The Class" began as

an Oldies band in 1983 and has
grown to encompass a diverse re-

ground vocals; Ernie Prem, drums
and vocals; Alan Gage,

pertoire of Top 40 hits. Their
music list includes artists as new

John English, trumpet;

as Midnight Oil and The Outsiders, as classic as The Stones and
James Brown, and as universal as
Elvis and The Blues Brothers. It
has been said that they aim for
music to which one can't help but
dance and sing.
Together, the members of the
band create a full horn section.
They are known as party kings in

Cleveland, their original city..
of the band include
Frank Lanni, Guitar and back
Members

saxa-phon- e;

John Kreusher, vocals and keyboards.
The band will play at Ichobod's
on Saturday night, September 17.
Nahigian admits that booking the
band was definitely in response to
the Bacchanalia events of this
weekend. The planner said it will
be a good time for all; those not
going to Bacchanalia and those
returning from the big event can
and should enjoy some great music. They are expecting a full

house.
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Women's soccer wins over
Findlay and Otterbein

J

The women's soccer team once
again had another successful week
with victories over Findlay and
Otterbein. The Lady Scots
(2-travelled to Findlay last Saturday and defeated them by a score
goalie Marcie Hahn had 14
of

shutout in regular season play.
Leading the team in scoring
this past week were sophomores
Cathie Docherty and Barb Rodgers
y
who each tallied three goals.
Do lan, Marta Young, and
Nicki Sullivan each added a goal
while Nancy Christman and Mary
Romestant were credited with as-

in posting her first win of the

sists.
The

by TOM STEFANIK

V

4-- 1,

This past Monday, the Lady
Scots shutout Otterbein 0 in
front of a very wet home crowd.
They showed their team skill as
they passed easily through the
helpless Otterbein team. First year
goalie, Tami Augustine , faced 9
shots in collecting the team's first
5--

is

Satur-day.Septemb-

Laura Cafguiri

20, JULIE ANDERSON,

,

combined with an improving

by PAUL JACOBUS
With a successful

.

then-seaso-n

21-1-

all-arou-

Belz(North

Olmsted) to a knee injury. His services will be lost for at least three
games: The long list of starters
falling to the knee injury plague
has now reached four.
Wooster opened the scoring in
'the first quarter at the 3:05 mark
with a 27 yard field goal by soph-moGreg Sayle(Kirtland). The
score' held at 0 until 3:05 of the
second quarter when Albion got
on the board on a 9 yard touchdown pass from quarterback Jim
Firek to Tim McGonagle making
Late in the third
the score
quarter Albion struck again as Firek found Bryan Crosby in the
endzone and followed up with a
two point conversion to increase
the lead 14-The Scots got on
track in the fourth quarter as quarterback Craig Lombardi led two
6-- 3.

un-

on

team attitude, the 1988 Women's
Field Hockey teair. is off to one of
its best starts in the .past few
years.. The addition of first year
assistant coach Diana Owens has
sparked the team's level of enthusiasm and has also provided vital
leadership in. uniting the together
as a whole.
The Lady Scots "opened some
eyes" this past weekend in the
season opener by blowing out
.

nd

non-conferen-

rival Carnegie

ce

Mellon by a lopsided score of 13-The team, has displayed a very
explosive offense early on and.
0.

yards. An outstanding defensive
effort by senior linebacker Jeff
Price(Westerville) too; he compiled 18 tackles and 2 sacks.
Now the Fighting Scots look to
the home opener against Alma
this coming Saturday. Alma(0-1- )
is coming off a
8
defeat at

3--

pre-seas-

der their belts and an improved

ior defensive end Chris
Shilts(Birmingham, Michigan)
sparkled in his first start as a
Fighting Scot with the game's
only interception and a return of 9

re

scoring drives capped off by
"

Guinane and first-yeAmy ZedUtz(OkIahoma City, OK)
prove to be a force in the race tofinished off the scoring in the fiwards the championship crown.
nal half. Zedlitz has continued to
The key to their success has been
impress both coaches and, players
their distinct ability to communialike with Jier outstanding offencate with each other on the field
sive efforts on .the.
as well as their enthusiastic team " front line.
attitude.
Defensively, goalie Pam Metz
On Wednesday, the Lady
performed brilliantly in the nets
'
Scots met up with a talented tearnvt ' as site
from Hiram College but still mandream of having a powerful ofaged to pull out a decisive 0
fense combined with a stoot devictory. The powerful front line of
fense by registering shutouts in
Wooster proved to be the deciding
both games.
factor as Ann Guinane(Keene,
With the success in the' early
N.H.) opened the scoring midway
season, the future loolu Irfght for '
through the first half. Gabi Thor-e- n
the Lady Scots as they 'travel jo
(Berlin, Germany) notched the
New York this weekend toXake on
second goal with an assist from
Ithaca and Cortland.
de-

ar

.

.

Ladycos

T ,';"

j.jaj

harwnjWj)a'a&'f

3--

-

'

,
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by SHADE WHTTESEL
After losing four out of the top
seven runners from last year's
team to graduation, the 1988
men's Cross Country team still
managed to come away with an

the hands Illinios Benedictine.

3.

7
student'

Men's cross country takes second place

31-2-

The Alma offense is led by junior
tight end Aaron Fletcher who
caught six passes for 60 yard last
week. The crippled Scot defense
which gave up 372 total yards
against Albion must be ready to
tighten up. The Scots of Alma averaged 19.8 points per game last
season while giving up only 16.3
ppg. The offense needs, to start
this game like it ended the game
against Albion. This is the first
meeting ever between the two
school's football teams. Game
time is 1:30 Saturday at Severance,
Stadium. May the best Scot win!!

Carnegie-Mello- n

fense, the Lady Scots should

noon; Firek to Crosby--fro8
yards out.
Despite the loss, the game was
highlighted by several quality perform ences by the Scots. Freshman
Brian Grandison wins the first of
the coveted "Marcus Allen awards"
for the best
offensive
threat Grandison compiled 82 net
yards on 37 net yards rushing and
three pass receptions totaling 55
yards including a touchdown. Senm

touchdown passes. The first touchdown catch was by senior wide receiver Chris Gallagher(Kent) and
the second by freshman sensation
Brian Grandison(Akron). On both
touchdowns the Scott attempted
the two point conversion and
failed both times. Sandwiched between these two scores was Albion's third touchdown of the after

student, exhibits excellent ball control In a difficult

first-ye- ar

Women's field hockey blows out

Football suffers defeat
The Fighting Scots began
on a losing note as they
were defeated by the Albion Bri5
in Albion, Michigan.
tons
Not only did the Scots lose the
game but they also lost star junior

It,

er

eme.

by. ETHAN GORSUCH

-

"i

game

next

17 at Marietta. On
Sunday, September 18, the varsity
will be in action at Marymount,
Va., while the J.V. plays Georgetown.
The next home game is Tuesday,
September 20, against Baldwin
Wallace at 5:00 pjn.

season.

Geoff

A-

.':,

-

Ka-th-

0)

linebacker

si,:-,-

impressive

2nd place

co-capta-

.

finish

against some notable competition
at the Case Western Reserve Invitational this past weekend.
Leading the pack for the Fight
Scott
ing Scots was
Michalek who raced to an impressive first place finisITwith a time
of 26:38 over the five mile course
and seemed to grow stronger and
stronger as the race went on.
Sophomore Rob Noble followed
in

close behind as he cruised to a
strong fifth place finish in 27:18,
while Aaron Davies crossed the
finish line in 9th place with a
time of 27:46.
Brent
Bunnel turned in a fine performance at 12th place with a reading of 28:09, sophomore Scott
Erholm rounded out the top five
with a 26th place finish at 29:33,
and first year student Jeff Beck
kicked it in with a 27th place finCo-capta-

--

in

ish.
"We need to cut down the distance and time between the first
and fifth man to be more competi- tive as a team at these big
commented' Dennis. Rice,
inviu-tionals- ,"

Wooster's assistant coach.
Returning students from last
year's squad Brad Longbrake, Dave
Toy, John Partee and Tom Turriff
each turned in fine performances
to aid the successful Fighting Scot
effort. Also, Mount Union transfer
student Scott Lehman look encouraging in his first race as a Scot
and first year students Rich Boyer
and Lorenzo Navarro Van in their
first of hopefully many collegiate
races.
' "Everyone's willing to work and
'
I see a chance for improvement
throughout the season the season
for everyone," said Scott Michalek about the team's future.
!e ixifcU"- Hi m .ifcicv.'

j

-

Pate

Heistand wins award

So the

College of Wooster junior
Matt Hiestand added to his list
of accomplishments this past
summer by being named a sec-

t'
2

1
,

CJs AFC Picks

r

;

l

.

-

The super dull and boring preseason has come to screeching
halt and the 28 NFL teams have
started hitting each other for real.
Some teams are talking about
playing in the Super Bowl. Other
teams have the one game at a time
philosophy. Some teams should
be starting to work on next year.
The NFL is very balanced this season. Just a handful of teams have
absolutely no chance at making the
playoffs. But outside of those few
teams, everyone else is stuck in a
rat race for the five playoffs

early round draft pick before preseason ends. If the Bengal defense, ranked eigth in NFL last
year, can keep teams out of the
endzone one less time the Bengals
can win alot of ball games. I hate
to say it, but I think Houston was
fluke and immensly
a one-yeoverrated) for this season. They
have a gambling defense and a
wreckl ess offense centered around
QB Warren Moon, who defines the
term emetic quaterback. This year
opponents will not allow the
rough play that Houston was

spots.

known

AFC EAST

I never thought that I would say
that the Buffalo Bills and Indianapolis Colts are the favorites to
win this division, but they are!!
The Bills have one of the best
young defenses in the NFL with
LB's Shane Conlan and Cornelius
Bennet leading the way. And the
passes to his
way Jim Kelly
world class recievers,' they will
dominate the AFC. The Colts also'
have an excellent young defense
and of course a great ball control
game with the NFL's best running
back, Eric Dickerson. Miami still
offense, but the
has its Marino-le- d
Dolphin defense play like
They aren't able to stop very
many people. After dominating in
the early eighties. New England
and New York have serious rebuilding to do. It is a toss up of
who will come in last, so you Patriot and Jet fans had better find
other teams to root for. My call?
Ok, here goes: Bills, 11-Jets
Colts 10 - 6; Dolphins
5 - 11; Patsies 5 - 11.
gup-pie- s.

5;

8;

AFC CENTRAL

Top to bottom the AFC Central
is the toughest division in the
NFL. Cleveland- - is perhaps the
hungriest team in the AFC with a
's
mean defense littered with
the
in
third
ranked
was
that
NFL last year. The offense, led by
phenom QB Bemie Kosar is balAll-Pro-

anced and nearly unstoppable.
This winter the Browns took a

serious blow to thier offense when

they lost offesive coordinator

Lindy Infante to Green Bay. If the
Browns can effectivly use Infante's offense without him, they
might have a cake walk to AFC
Central title. The Cincinnati Bengals are under the magnifying
glass this year, especially head
coach Sam Wyche. The Bengals
have some of the best talent in
the NFL, but Wyche is an enigma
and the front office can't sign an

ar

for

last

year.

The

Pittsburgh Steelers are rebuilding
an already good team. They have
given the offense to young QB
Bubby Blister and the Steelers always have a stingy defense.
Chuck Noll can't stand to lose.
The picks: Browns 14 - 2; BenOilers 10 - 6; Steelers
gals 11-5;

8

Team

All-Americ-

an

as in the classroom. The award
is presented by GTE and the
College Sports Information Directors of America and is based
on the overall success of a person both athletically and academically during a given year.
Eligibility rules require any
sophomore, junior, or senior to
maintain above a 3.2 grade
point average and be either a
starter or an important reserve
in order to qualify for the hon-

season came on the baseball
diamond as he was a powerful
force in the Scot's streak to
their second consecutive NCAC
0
championship crown and a
overall record. Earning First
31-1-

Team

All-NCA-

honors, he

C

paced the explosive Wooster offensive attack with team leading
statistics in the areas of batting
average (399), home runs (8),
and runs batted in (46).
"Matt Hiestand is an extremely dedicated person and
this award is a tremendous tribute to him," said Coach Steve
Moore, the Wooster basketball
coach. "He is a very consistent
person and it is really something special to excel as he does
in athletics as well as in the
classroom."

or.
Hiestand, originally from
Old Fort, Ohio, currently holds
an impressive 3.59 grade point
average in chemistry which is
considered by many to be one
of the most challenging departments on this campus.
Athletically, Hiestand
proved himself to be an exception this past year as he rounded out his sophomore season as
one of the few college athletes

8.
AFC WEST

The Denver Broncos will continue to dominate this division,
but it won't be easy. Elway is the t
best quarterback in the world, but
the clever albeit undersized defense doesn't have enough tricks
to take them to the Superbowl for
the third straight time. The Seattle
Seahawks have been perched on
the edge of the cliff of the
playoffs, but have yet to fall over
to the playoff side. The Seahawks
have a solid offense led by the
Legend, Hall of Famer WR Steve
Largent, and RB Curt Wamer.The
Seahawks problem has been consistency. If they can avoid thier
seasonal slump they can make the
playoffs. It's that simple. Watch
for Rookie QB Kelley Stouffer to
step into the starting position
when Starter Kreig hits his annual
dry spell. A revamped Raiders
team will try and challenge for the
title after two subpar seasons.
They have a new, young, excited
coach and three Heisman Trophy
winners, Marcus Allen, Bo Jackson and Tim Brown. The defense
is led by DE's Howie Lang and
Greg Townsend. The Raiders do
have a weak link, and, as usual, it
is at quaterback. Rookie Steve
Buerlien from Notre Dame might
not be able to handle the full load
of an NFL season. Kansas City
and San Diego bring up the rear.
Kansas City has a strong defense
but and unproven running game
on offense. They might win some
games they shouldn't. San Diego
Continued to page 12

Volleyball
wins 2 and
loses 2

by ERKA SEYFREED

14-1-

Academic
selection in the college baseball division for his
excellence in athletics as well
ond

by C.J. MITCHELL

8--

who excelled in more than one
sport. On the basketball court,
Hiestand was named the Most
Valuable Player of the Fighting
Scots as he helped lead the team
in
to an overall record of 1
one of their finest seasons of
the decade. He also received
Second Team All NCAC honors
after averaging 12.6 points and
6 rebounds per game as a power
forward.
Perhaps Hiestand's best
performance of the 1987-8- 8

by PAUL JACOBUS

way I
see it:
L
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The Lady Scots Volleyball team
for an invisited Carnegie-Mello- n
vitational tournament. Teams also
attending the tournament included
St. Vincent, Waynesburg,
and Allegheny
the women
tournament
the
In
defeated Wesley an and St. Vincent
squads but fell to Waynesburg and
the talented Allegheny teams. The
defense was strong but there were
lapses in the passing game as
well as the serving. Notable efOhio-Wesleya-

n,

Julie
forts by senior
Gilmore and junior Krista Randall
led the way for the women. Coming off the bench, sophomore
co-capt-

ain

Carolyn Bare provided needed defense and aggressive play.
The Lady Scots continue the
season this coming weekend when
they visit DePauw for the GLCA
tournament.

Women's
cross
country
succeeds
by SHADE WHTTESEL

OIL
c

CHICAGO

"I'm excited because our team
this year is just as strong if not
stronger than last year," said senStephanie Scierka,
ior
of Wooster's
College
the
after
team won
women's
the Case Western Invitational.
Defeating Case Western, John
Carroll and Oberlin, the Scots defeated their nearest rival by 24
co-capta-

in

cross-count-

ry

points.
Stephanie Scierka and

503 E. Liberty
(at the foot of Beall)

Free Delivery to Campus
264-8-

5

55

Bring your college
survival kit to us
so we can survive and

Receive one of the following
with any order.
Coupon for Free 2 liter bottle of Coke
a
Sunglasses
Coca-Col- a
Ski Hat (always in season)
$1.50 off Large two item Deep Dish Pizza

Coca-Col-

first-ye- ar

student Karen Aeberli finished
first and second respectively, with
times of 19:06 and 19:14 over the
student
3.1 mile course. First-yeSusan Louis finished fifth overall
with a time of 20:09, and was folstudent Elizablowed by first-yeeth Blakemore who ran 20:27 in
seventh place. Sophomore Kristy
Bender rounded out the top five,
finishing tenth overall with a
time of 20:35. Jannette Link, anstudent, turned in a
other first-yefinish with junior
place
sixteenth
Nancy Irvine following in Twenty-fplace. Senior
irst
Beth Toole and Sophomore Shade
Whitesel finished strongly, taking
and twenty-fourt- h
the twenty-thir-d
places, respectively.
"It's hard to say how good we
could be because the meet lacked
the competitiveness we need to
find out where we are," said coach
Craig Penney. Though an inexperienced team with many first-yestudents. Coach Penney feels that
"we are going to surprise people;"
ar

ar

ar

co-capt- ain

ar

Offer good while quantities last or

92388
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Intramurals plan big start
men's and
While the 1988-8- 9
women's Fighting Scot athletic
teams will be chasing after their
3rd consecutive North Coast Athtroletic Conference
the
of
phy, the dedicated athletes
finally
will
Program
Intramural
get a chance to reach a very similar plateau this coming year. Under the direction of intramural director Steve Moore and Al Van
Wie, the director of athletics at
trophy
the college, an
the
into
instituted
now
be
will
program as an incentive for further growth and participation.
Much like the NCAC trophy,
the IM award will be given to the
team who acquires the best combined overall record in all intramural sports throughout the entire
year. First place finishers during a
given season will be awarded the
highest number of points while
the remainder will be dispersed
throughout the following teams in
All-Spor-

are nearing their starting dates
rather quickly. The qualifying

order of their finish. Although
much of the competition will be

by PAUL JACOBUS

ts

all-spo- rts

Cyciing club takes off

On Sunday, September II,
three members of the Wooster Cyround for the men's and women's
cling Club participated in the Tour
field goal kicking contest will be
Monroe County road race in
of
held on Sunday, September 25 at
Woodsfield, Ohio which is located
3:00 p.m. on the football field
.near the Ohio River. The course
and all finalists will compete for
proved to be a challenging one as
the top prize during the halftime
the race totalled over 60 miles
festivities of the Wooster
which included two grueling hill
Allegheny football game.
climbs of over two miles each.
President Copelahd heads the
Junior Jim Millican topped
list of faculty members in the anthe list of Wooster participants at
golf scramble the
nual
race as he finished
which is scheduled for this coming Sunday the 18th at IKK) p.m.,
weather permitting. Teams ' will
consist of one faculty member
paired with two members of the
student body and the registration
deadline is set for 4:00p.m. today
in Steve Moore's office.
The intramural staff has
worked hard to improve the condim
tions of the program and with
can
we
your help and cooperation
make it a fantastic learning experience for the entire campus.

among the various sections and
clubs around campus, the trophy,
which will be awarded this spring,
is "up for grabs" and everyone is
urged to participate. With the addition of this award by the intramural staff it should provide a
much improved acknowledgement
of the athletes that make the program successful.
The race to the IM crown began this past week as the aerobic
sessions attracted an astounding
275 participants and are expected
to receive at least 75 more. The
classes have attracted both men
and women including staff members and has grown to be the most
popular program on this campus.
Although the aerobics classes are
not involved in the actual championship race, it is still encouraging to see people involved and
anyone is urged to attend.
In addition to aerobics, some
the
other intramural programs
of

j

staff-stude-

nt

82-m- an

The Wooster Men's Soccer Team
this week improved their record to

with two strong
against conference rival Kenyon
and Mount Union by scores of 0
2--

and
respectively.
Against Kenyon, Scot superstar
Ian Banda struck for both the
Wooster goals while goalie Pete
Mack went on to chalk up his
third shutout in four starts. The
game, which was played in unfriendly territory, was marred with
jeers and taunts by opposing
3-- 0,

ARE YOU INTERESTED IN
CAMPUS PUBLICATIONS?
ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A WAY
TO GET INVOLVED?

TOTHE

'

FACULTY PUBLICATIONS COMMITTEE
ALL C.O.W. STUDENTS

WHO ARE NOT AFFILIATED
WITH ANY CAMPUS PUBLICATION
ARE ELIGIBLE
FOR THIS 1 YEAR POSITION

IF YOU ARE INTERESTED,
PLEASE CONTACT ASAP
SANDEEP BHATIA
C-11-

72

EXT. 26832684
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17, PETE FALCONE, makes a difficult play for ,the, fcal

roll.
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Random thoughts
During the summers my father
would take us to Pawtucket Red
Sox games. The PawSox, as we in
Rhode Island call them, are the
farm team for the Boston Red
Sox. We would pile into the car, '
and, on the way to McCoy. Stadi- - :
urn, we would sing "Once, Twice,
Three Times And You're Out at the
Old Ball Game." We would always
take our gloves too, just in case
that spare fly ball might come in
our direction.
' This past summer J went back to
McCoy Stadium for the first time
in many-- , years,,. flill, a friend of
the family, was visiting and my
father 'suggested a PawSox game.
So, we piled into the car, and on
the way to McCoy Stadium my father tried to encourage us to sing
the familiar refrain of "Once,
Twice, Three...." When my brother and I just looked at each other
and commented on how like chil'
dren parents become as they grow
older, my father turned to Bill and
said ruefully: ' "When they were
young they loved it. Now they
;. are just embarrassed." At the game I saw all of the

Continued from page 7
young children with their gloves,
all so ready to catch that fly ball.
The popcorn sellers yelled, and
the players played, and the Paw-So- x
won. It .was somewhat of a
boring game, with the only run
being scored on a homerun in,,the
eighth inning.
s.
v
This time, however, something
new struck me about the game of
baseball.
I watched all of the

,

CAMPUS COUNCIL
WILL BE APPOINTING
A STUDENT

r?

Finally, late in the game, midfielder Pete Falcone scraped to
dink in the third goal of the
game. Pete Mack lacked another
sTmtout onto his statistics lowering his goals against average to
one per game.
This Saturday the team travels
to play the tough Division I Akron Zips at the Akron Rubber
"Bowl. On Wednesday the Scots'
come home to take on John Car

players. Team discipline though,
allowed the Scots to stick with
their game plan and ultimately it
led them to victory.
At home against Mt.
play was less impressive than against Kenyon but the
effort was enough to propel Woo
to victory. The first goal of the
match was recorded by forward
Chuck Crawford who scooped the
ball over the keeper's head, giving Crawford his first tally of the
Then, once again, Ian
season.
Banda put a spectacular shot in
the back of the net off a restart.
Union,-Woost-

ories"

1

--vict-

4--

.

y

h r

Soccer beats Kenyon and Mt. Union
by BRAD EVANS

with an impressive 7th place.
Other Wooster students participating in the race were sophomore
Brian Linkeman and Cycling Club
adviser and assistant director of
admissions Bob Brown; the men
finished 19th and 26th overall, respectively. The Cycling Club
needs more members and is planning a meeting for any interested
cyclysts at 7:30 p.m. in room
119 in Lowry center, us a
"
';iJ r

little girls with their baseball
gloves, just as ready, eager and
excited to catch an. actually-use- d
baseball as all the little boys- - But
now, I was able to see the unfairness, in
.Here were, all of Jhese Jittle.
girls, encouraged, by, parents to
succeed in sports such as baseball
and softbalL (Girls became more,
familiar in baseball leagues sometime after I , began softball.)i,I
know that many of the girls have
been told that they can do what
the boys do, that they can. play
baseball and they can bring their
gloves to the PawSox, to be ready
to participate if called upon. .
Then I looked at the team on
the baseball diamond. The team is
--

this-syste- m.

--

.

.

.

,

::

--

all men, and I know of no professional baseball leagues made up of
women. So, here are all of these
girls, who are told during! their
childhood that1 they can be a part
of any team if they work and try.
But when they grow up, they learn
that they cannot be a part of this
team, they cannot grociip;U play
are deswith the Red
tftands, a
tined to remain
constant watcher, fer, the, fast of
their lives.
Most of us experience the feeling of being left out at some time
in. our lives, but this is a much
stronger feeling, It js a feeling,
notionlyo beipgjeft out, but of
betrayaLiWhal-Jtappeneto those
told us that
days when
girls can do . anything boys do,
even play baseball?
,

Sox-The-

y

itth

.

d

our-parent- s

As I watchedstilj enjoyed the
game, but with the mind of a
grown up who can see the inherent contradictions between childhood, where everything was possible if one worked hard enough,
and adulthood, where working hard
is not always enough.

,

1
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Ms. Conceptions

Abba Eban
Continued from page

ance as a man .of ideas and a

mas-

ter craftsman in the use of the
English language."
Other books that Eban has
written include The Tide of Nationalism (1959), My People: The
Story of the Jews (1968), An Autobiography (1977), andThe New
Diplomacy - International Affairs
in the Modern Age (1983). All of
his books have been received with
open arms by both scholar and
layman, and have been praised for
their breadth of knowledge and finesse of language. The latest of
these. The New Diplomacy, was
praised in the New York Times
Book Review for being ". . .as
cogent and graceful a summary of
nearly three decades of history as
can be found in a single volume."
He is also the author, producer,
and narrator of Heritage: Civilization and the Jews, a book and

on PBS.
broadcast in October of 1984.

nine-pa-

mini-seri- es

rt

Continued from page 6
desire to reduce the body can be
seen as a desire to take up less
space in the world, and to make
the woman less powerful. It is interesting to note that "getting in
shape" has traditionally meant for
men making muscles larger while
for women it has meant slimming
down. Even in the treatment of
anorexia there is sexism. In the
past it was thought that anorexia
demonstrated a desire to return to
girlhood. For psychiatry to call
the disease a simple fear of adulthood is to reduce both it and the
victim to a false weakness. Anorexics engage in a debilitating hatred of their own womanhood.
The disease results in the disappearance of breasts and curves of
the body and the cessation of the
most unique feature of woman:
menstruation, and the fertility it

1

Eban traveled to 19 different countries over a span of five years to
tape the footage for this highly- -

acclaimed and
show. All of the

widely-broadca-

st

powers were engaged on opposing
sides. Interventions by one superpower that the other superpower
considers to be unacceptable are
possible in the Middle East, in
the Gulf, in Africa or in Central
America. A mutual understanding
between the United States and the
Soviet Union on the limits of permissible intervention would be at
least as important as any arms
control agreement If peace marchers would call for such an understanding in place of their obsessive concentration on nuclear issues, they would be addressing
themselves to causes as well as

above-name- d

books are presently on closed
serve in Andrews library.
Among the topics on which
Mr. Eban generally speaks are Isre-

rael's heritage, the United

Na-

tions, prospects for peace in the
Middle East, and peace and war in
the eighties. In The New Diplomacy, he addresses the Middle East
and its ties to war in the nuclear
age with clear insight:
". . .Those who approach the
Middle East from the outside world
would do well to be skeptical of a
perfect, final solution. Diplomacy
is not theology; there is no salvation in it. The best hope is that
tensions can be held short of explosion and that some of the
slower, unobtrusive currents flowing towards stability will be allowed to take their patient course.
". . A nuclear disaster could only
arise through war. War could only
break out through the aggravation
and subsequent escalation of a regional dispute in which the super- -

symptoms."
Abba Eban, now the Chairman

of the Knesset Foreign Affairs and
Defense Committee, will address
the College of Wooster on Monday, September 19, at 7:30 p.m.
in McGaw ChapeL Tickets required
to attend the lecture may be obtained at no charge at the Lowry
Center Information Desk on a
e
basis.

--

first-com- e,

.

represents.
The epidemic of anorexia and

C.O.W. Gospel Choir Rehearsal

first-serv-

Tuesday Evenings, 7:30-- 9
Scheide 203

Sign up for New Members,

XSra'

Don't miss this chance

Price

! ! !

We are delivering your most favorite newspaper to
your campus box every morning 5 days a week:.

Quick! Send in yoour payment now and start
getting your paper this Tuesday.
Please make checks payable to Yalman Onaran.
For more information call Yalman a 2787.
I want to subscribe to The New York Times.
$ 13.50
I have enclosed payment for
because I'm starting
$

Name:.
Box:

Ext.:

Send to:
Voltnon OnQran C.OADQ

Continued from page 1
a 'veek.
They also spend time working
on other projects including their
house's program. Habitat for Humanity. Chris is the President of
this program, and Sandy is
Co-Treasu-

Community Action), a club that
gives support to volunteer groups.
It would seem that they have
little time for school work, but
Sandy claims.'the time we spend
there (at Old Chicago) is basically
time that we would spend goofing
off elsewhere."
They intend to continue running

the restaurant

p.m.

A

year-roun-

d

until

end, "unless it (the business) is so
big that we can't leave," they
laugh, "it might be fun to do it for
a year after we graduate." Both
plan to go on to graduate school
and feel that their experience in
the business will be a valuable asset They would also like to apply their experiences toward an
I.S. project. When they do leave,
they hope to sell the restaurant to
two Wooster students who will
keep the Old Chicago Pizza name.
From the responses of many
Wooster students, the deep-dis- h
pizza is here to stay. It seems
that the low prices and original
taste are a winning combination.

At this point their

they graduate.

JB TYPEWRITER SERVICE

2522

rer

of W.C.A. (Wooster

will

involvement

Service starts on September 20 and goes until December 9, the end
of the semester. Subscriptions accepted any time during that period. Laid
subscribers pay less the issues they have mused.
'
$ 13.50 is the total for the whole semester.

7-7:- 30

p.m.

C.O.W. Students

will be," Weaver said, " What 111
is how I approach the
speak to
text. What I'm interested in is to
what extent reading Leviathan
can help us understand contemporary politics. I'll make an argu- ment that Hobbes is useful in understanding contemporary politics
and I'll try to say how I understand Hobbes in terms of contemporary politics."
Weaver is also hoping that next
week's lecture will prove that reading Leviathan will not be a
deadlly experience.
"I rely on my enthusiasm for it
to be kind of a modLeviathan
el," he explained. "That it is possible for someone to survive several readings of mis text and still
think that it's a great experience
and still recommend it for

50
Off Newstand

ters.

Gospel Announcement

Continued from page 8

,JvjL

young women

bulimia among

Leviathon
250
--A Copy

makes it an imperative issue for
feminists today. In our block of
six women, for instance, two have
suffered from eating disorders.
Both men and women need to
shift their attitudes about appropriate body size. Women submit
themselves to lipposuction, silicone implants, stringent exercise
routines, starvation and purging
in order to achieve an "attractive,"
"normal" body. Normal is not the
unhealthily slim image held up to
us in magazines. Normal is not
Cher's having ribs removed to
make her waist smaller. We need
to allow ourselves to be as we
naturally are - perhaps slender,
perhaps with round thighs and
hips, perhaps with small breasts,
perhaps potbellied. We need to
free ourselves from judgement
based on the size of each other's
behinds and look instead to the
content of our minds and charac-

probably

SALES

RD.

CLEVELAND

345-74- 05

TYPEWRITERS
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Security
Continued front page 3

It is simple. If you care and you
act accordingly, your chances of
being a victim are much less. If
you don't care to act properly or
act at all, you are a prime target
for victimization. Remember-i- t
begins with you.

9AM

to

to 5:30PM

Continued from page 6

NOON

SoContinued
the way

still funny. The dark humor in
this comedy is something that

to page 10
QB Babe
unknown
virtually
has
Laufenberg and Mark M alone!
Need I say more? IH call: Broncos 12 - 4; Seahawks 11 - 5;
Raiders 10 - 6: Chiefs 8 - 8;
Chargers 6 - 10.
Next Week - The NFC picks and
summaries.
1

does not happen very often. Listen to me. people: SEE THIS
FILM1!!!

Grade: JJB.: A
A

D.W.: B

Fish Called Wanda is

cur-

rently playing at the Lyric Twin
Cinema at 9 pjn. nightly. Monday is College ID Night. Admission is $i50 with a College ID.

